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First and second person singnlar prononns: a pinar or a 
lory of the' Altaic' hypothesis? 

Alexander Vovin * 
(Honolulu, Hawai'i) 

The critics of the Altaic theory ... usually try to avoid the explanati
on of startling coincidences (italics are mİne - A. V.) İn pronomİnal 

vocabulary' (Helİmskii 2000a (1986): 253). 

Özet: Bu çalışmanın amacı Moğolcada birinci tekil şahıs zamirlerinin yalın ve iyelik 
hallerinin ve Tunguzcada birinci ve ikinci şahıs zamirlerinin hem yalın hem de diğer 
hallerinin Bulgar Türkçesinden aktarma yoluyla geldiğini ve bu nedenle söz konusu diller 
arasında genetik ilişkilerin varlığına dair hiçbir kanıt olmadığını göstermektir. Hem sesbi
limsel hem de paradigmatik kanıtlar ve diğer "Altay" dilleri arası aktarma sözcükler 
incelendiğinde burada bahsedilen sonuca varılmaktadır. Çalışmada ayrıca yukarıdaki 
dillerin diğer "Altay" dilleri ile genetik benzerliğine "ispat" olarak gösterilen Japonca ve 
Korecede bulunan şahıs zamirlerinin yüzeysel olarak tesadüfi birtakım benzerlikler dışın
da söz konusu dillerle bir ilişkisi olmadığına yönelik kanıt sunulmaktadır. 

Anahtar Sözcükler: Türk dili, Eski Türk dili, Çuvaşça, Bulgarca, Moğolca, Ortaçağ 
Moğolcası, Tunguzca, Evenk, Mançuca, Japonca, Korece, şahıs zamirleri, genetik ilişki, 
yabancı dilden aktaıma sözcük 

Abstract: The present paper intends to demonstrate that at least the nominative and geni
tive forms of the fırst person singular pronouns İn Mongolic and both fırst and second 
pronouns İn Tungusic in both nomİnative and oblique forms are borrowings from Bulgar 
Turkic, and, therefore, offer no evidence for the genetic relationship between these lan
guages. This conclusion İs reached on both phonological and paradigmatic evidence, as 
well as on the examination of other inter-'Altaic' loans. In addition, I present the evi
dence that personal pronouns in J apanese and Korean that have been also cited as a 
'proof of the genetic relationship of these languages to other 'Altaic' languages have 
nothing to do with them except superficial chance rersemblance. 
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The present paper intends to address the issue of the startiing coincidences 

mentioned in the epigraph above and to demonstrate that a different solu
tion rather than a genetic relationship is possible. 1 As it is well known 
among historicallinguists, there are three ways to explain startling coinci
denees: 

(l) Chance similarity: e.g., the fact that the American Indian Language 
Sierra Miwok has 1ps m- and 2ps t- does not make it Indo-European, Ural
ic, or 'Nostratic.' 

2) Borrowing: hardly any human language exists in vacuum. The cases 
like the Polynesian peopling of Eastem Pacifıc, which was uninhabited 
before Polynesians started to migrate into this area, are quite rare; and, in 
addition, even there contacts are not unknOWll. 

(3) Genetic relationship: since any claim of genetic relationship be
tween two or more languages is a very strong claim, this should be by de
fault the last resort explanation, when all other possibilities are ruled out. 

Since the ancestors of the modem 'Altaic' language s have been adja
cent to each other in the fırst millennium BC and partially in the first mil
lennium AD, it may be safe to rule out the factor of chance similarity in 
their systems of personal pronouns, and deal only with possibilities of bor
rowing or genetic relationship. There İs a wide-spread opİnion among his
toricallinguİsts, especially among those who engage in long-range com
parisons that basic personal pronouns cannot be borrowed. However, the 
linguistic reality demonstrates that this opinion is without foundation. 
Thus, Chamorro yo? '1' was borrowed from Spanish yo 'id.' (Topping 
1973: 107); Bai Enets uu 'thou' and bu 's/he' (Tereshchenko 1966: 447-

i am by no means a pioneer in the enterprise of demonstrating that 'Altaic' 
personal pronouns do not hold water as evi dene e in favor of the genetic 
relationship. Among my predecessors i would like specifıcally single out an 
excellent artiele by Schönig that addresses the same issue, albeit from a different 
angI e that is presented henceforth (Schönig 1995). 
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48) were borrowed from Ket ük 'thou' and bü 's/he' (Georg 2005; 2006: 
47, footnote 26); Vietic language s Ruc ho 'I' and Pacoh kUl ~ akUl 'id.' 
must have been borrowed from some Malayo-Polynesian language, prob
ably Chamic. Coming closer to home, WOJ and EOJ na 'I' are clearly 
borrowed from OK *na 'id.' (Vovİn 2005: 245-46), and WOJ and EOJ na, 

and North Ryukyuan namu 'thou,2 are likely to be borrowed from OK *ne 

'id.' (Vovin 2005: 247-55). 
The latest Altaistic approach, however, ignores this cross-linguistic re

ality and insists on viewing all 'Altaic' pronouns as cognates: 
PA *bl (> 'l st person pronoun:' Tung. *bi; bue, *mü-n-; Mong. *bi, 

*min-; *ba, *man-; Turk. *bf} Jpn. *ba-, Kor. *uri (Starostin et aL. 2003: 
341). 

PA *1Ja 1 st person pronoun (oblique stern?): Mong. *na-m-, Jpn. *a-, 

Kor. *na (Starostin et al 2003: 1024) 
PA *si 'thou': Tung. *si, Turk. *se-, Jpn. *si (Starostin et aL. 2003: 

1237). 
PA *na 'thou': Turk. *-1), Jpn. *na, Kor. *na (Starostin et aL. 2003: 

959) 
Even a brief look reveals that the above comparisons are quite prob

lematic. it is impossible to discuss here due to the space limitations all the 
problems that the above etymologies present, but it certainly must be men
tioned that they apparently violate authors' own system of correspondenc
es (Starostin et aL. 2003: 24, 25, 92). In the chart below the correspond
ences that are violated in the comparisons above are given in the bold 
type-face: 

Chart 1: Some 'Altaİstic' correspondences 

PA Tung. Mong. Turk. Jpn. Kor. 

*b- *b- *b- *b- *I2/*b-[a~o:g] *p-
*. 1 *" 1 *e *e *" i *. 

ı 

*n *n *n *n *n *n 

2 Via Middle Japanese, see details below. 
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*IJ- *IJ- *n[a,o,e), *0-, j- *0-, j- *0-/*n-, *n-
/g[u) (/*m[i8)-) 

Let us now proceed from the above Altaistic fantasy to the re al facts. i 
will fırst deal briefly with the East Asian 'Altaic' languages, since they 
show practically no startiing coincidences with the rest of 'Altaic' lan
guages. 

lps pronoun: 
Japonic has in fact two natiye 1ps pronouns: PJ *a 'I1we' > WOJ a, 

EOJ a, South Ryukyuan *a; and PJ *wanı IJ 'I/we' > WOJ wa, EOJ 
walwanu, PR *wan[uj. There is, however, strong evidence from Ryu
kyuan and supporting evidence from WOJ to believe that originally PJ *a 
meant singular 'I' and PJ *wan[olu} plural 'we'. In addition, as mentioned 
above there is alsa WOJ and EOJ na 'I' apparently borrowed from OK 
*na 'I' (cf. MK na 'id.'), as it appears only twice in Western Old Japanese 
and twice in Eastem Old Japanese texts, and is not attested at all in the 

Ryukyuan branch of the Japonic family. PJ *wan[olu} is sametimes re
constructed as *ban[u}, but this is based alma st exclusively on Sakishima 
Ryukyuan * ban, where * b- is likely to be a result of a Iate fortition *b- < 
*w- (Karimata 1999: 53-55). Thus, none of the Japonic forms resembles 
PA * bl 1 st person pronoun. 

In Korean MK na 'I' is amply attested, but it has extremely irregular 
accentuation that prevents a reconstruction of anything reliable for PK 
(although in OK it probably was *na), contrary to Starostin et aL. *na 're
constructed' with law pitch. There are the following MK forms: basic 
form na, Nam. na-y, Gen. na-y, Acc. :na-l (Yi 1997: 220), (Ho 1963: 
310), cf. unsuccessful attempt to fınd asolutian explaining these accentual 
oddities (Kim 1994: 61-69). 

2ps pronoun: 
WOJ na 'thou', EOJ na 'id.' are limited to Japanese. North and Central 

Ryukyuan present the evidence for *namu 'id.' > Kaniya nam; Namizato 
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naa; Sesoko naa, naN; Shuri naa, etc. (Uchima & Arakaki 2000: 358) that 
is a mildly honorific pronoun: in Shuri, e.g., it is used by a younger person 
of a higher social status towards an older person of a lower social status 
(RGJ 1983: 399). Hs honorific nature, protoform *namu and limited distri
bution İn Ryukyuan3 all İndicate that it must be a loan from mainland Jap
anese, most likely Middle Japanese namudi 'thou.' As a matter offact, the 
only PJ 2ps pronoun can be onlyapproximately reconstructed is *0, *~, or 
*u on the basis ofvery rare WOJ ore 'thou' (Vovin 2009: 426-28) and PR 
*Ura (Thorpe 1983: 352). 

In Korean again MK ne 'thou' is well attested, but it has extremely ir
regular accentuation that prevents a reconstruction of anything reliable for 
PK (although the OK form was probably *ne), contrary to Starostin et aL. 
*n~ ~ [=*ne] 'reconstructed' with law pitch. There are the following MK 
forms: basic form ne, Nam. ne-y, Gen. :ne-y, Acc. ne-l (Yi 1997: 220), 
(Kim 1993: 62). 

WOJ si 'thou' is simply anecdotal. it does not warrant a reconstruction 
of PJ *si 'thou' for two reasons: first it occurs only in WOJ (but not in 
other branches of Japonic, although EOJ probably contains stern sö- which 
might be related); and second, it means not 'thou' but 'he, it.' This unfor
tunate mistake was initially introduced by Ray A. Miller, who misana
lysed WOJ si 'he' in NK 90 and MYS V: 904 as 'thou' (Miller 1971: 159), 
and ignored (or was blissfully unaware) of a number of other WOJ texts 
where context points to 'he' or 'it' without any doubts, such as KK 57, 74, 
110, SM 28, 44, and MYS XVIII: 4094.4 This misanalysis was uncritically 
adapte d by Starostin et aL. who maİntain that: "OJ si İs not frequent ... 
however, there are several text examples firmly identifying it as a 2d p. 
pronoun" (2003: 1238). Unfortunately, these textual examples "firmly 
identifying" WOJ si as 'thou' are not even mentioned. 

4 

The absence İn South Ryukyuan is telling, as it İs the area, whİch was the least 
İnfluenced by maİnland Japanese. 
For the detailed dİscussİon see (Vovİn 2005: 258-68). 
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Now let us discuss to the singular personal pronouns to Inner Asian 
'Altaic' languages that represent the main focus of this paper. i will start 
with 1 ps pronouns paradigms in Turkic, taking O Id Turkic and Chuvash as 
examples: 

Chart 2: lps pronoun paradigms in Turkic 

case Old Turkic5 Chuvash6 

Nom. ban/man epe7 

Gen. baniı] Imaniı] Iminiı] man-an 

Dat. bal]a i mal]a man-a 
Acc. bini i mini man-a 

Loc. minta i minda i mini da man-ra 

AbI. mintin i minidin man-ran 

Dir. bal]am i mal]am -

Instr. - man-pa 

On the basis of the chart 2 above it is possible to make four important 
observations: 

1) Chuvash consistently exhibits *p- < PT *b- in the nominative (not 
followed by the 'oblique' *-n-), but *m- in oblique cases when followed 
by the 'oblique' *-n-. 'OT, on the other hand, shows variation between *b
and *m-, but it always retains 'oblique' *-n- even in the nominative. 

2) Most likely, Chuv. lel in e-pe 'I' goes back to PT *i,8 e.g. OT ic- 'to 
drink' ~ Chuv. eç- 'id.,' OT is 'work' ~ Chuv. eç 'id.,' OT bil- 'to know' 
~ Chuv. pel- 'id.,' etc. (Fedotov 1996b: 109). Chuv. lal in man- 'me' may 
reflect either PT *a or PT *i, cf. OT ar 'man' ~ Chuv. ar 'id.,' OT kiis- 'to 

Based on (Erdal 2004: 192). 
Unfortunately no lps and 2ps personal pronouns are attested in Volga Bulgharian 
(Khakimzianov 1978), (Khakimzianov 1987: 57), (Erdal 1993: 99). Chuvash data 
are based on (Andreevet aL. 1957: 127). 
Chuvash initial e- is deady of a prothetic nature. 
Although the reflexes of PT *i as Chuv. /rı! and Iii are also daimed (Fedotov 
1996b: 109), the fırst one is represented by lesser number of examples, and the 
second one is even more suspicious as it may reflect so me loanwords alongside 
with a Chuvash reflex for PT *y. 
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eut' ~ Chuv. kas- 'id.,' OT kem ~ kim 'who' ~ Chuv. kam 'id.,' OT kik 

'animal, bird' ~ Chuv. kayak 'id.,' OT tit- 'to tear' ~ Chuv. tat- 'id.' (Fe

dotov 1996b: 104, 109-10). 

3) Old Turkie as well as proto-Turkic deady has mid-low front un

rounded vowel la! at least in the nominative form, with vowel variatİon İn 

the oblique forms (Erdal 2004: 196, footnote 341). 

4) Turkic initial m- İn oblique cases İs easily explained as typical Tur

kic internal development, involving regressive assimilation of PT *b- to 

*m- before a following nasal in a stem. 9 This development is not limited to 

personal pronouns, cf., e.g., OT bul) ~ mun 'grİef,' OT bfl) ~ mil) ~ mil)g 

'thousand,' OT bün ~ Alt. mün 'soup' OT mlyak~ bayl)ak 'dung.'ıo 
These four observations naturally lead to the following conclusions: 

(1) Absence offınal *-n in the nomİnative is a Bulghar feature (regard

less of the fact whether it is an archaİsm (Erdal 2004: 195-96) or an inno

vation). 

(2) Presence of *-i in the nominative form in Chuvash is deady a 

Bulghar innovation. 

(3) Regressive assimilation of *b- to *m- under the influence of follow

ing nasal in the stern is an internal Turkic development, not solely con

fıned to pronominal stems. 

Now let us look at the verbal agreement in Turkic: 

Chart 3: Verbal agreement in Old Turkic and Chuvash 

person Old Turkicll Chuvashl2 

1ps 

2ps 

3ps 

9 

10 

II 

12 

1pp 

-Xm -am/-em 

-xl] ~ Xg -an/-en 

-I -a/-e 

-xmXz -amarı -emer 

There are some exceptions, but overwheIming majority of them are either Iate 
loans, or are al words, or onomatopoetic words. 
Data cited from ESTla 2003. 
Based on 'anteriority' paradigm presented İn (Erdal 2004: 237). 
Based on the past tense paradigm presented İn (Andreevet aL. 1957: 193). 
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OT agreement affixes are virtually identical to possessive suffixes. The 
parallelism between OT 1 st ps possessive/agreement marker -(X)m and OT 
ban '1' on the one hand and OT 1 st pp possessive/agreement marker 
-(X)mXz and OT biz 'we' on the other is unlikely to be co ine i dental , since 
it is well known cross-linguistically that verbal possessive and agreement 
markers usually deriye from abbreviated forms of personal pronouns. 13 

Therefore, the discrepancy between PT 1 ps possessive/verbal agreement 
marker *-m and 1ps pronoun with initial *b- must be explained. i believe 
that there might be an easy Turkic internal explanation for this discrepan
ey: since PT did not have any initial nasals, pre-PT **m- > PT *b-, proba
bly under the influence of the Yeniseian substratum (Georg 2001: 91, 
footnote 41). The non-initial pre-PT *-m(-) remained unaffected. 
Meawhile OT 2nd ps -{X)1J ~ -{X)g is much more enigmatic. Usually, it is 
believed not to be connected etymologically with the 20d ps personal pro
noun san. Erdal, for example, notes: "An etymological connection be
tween the 20d person possessive suffıxes and the 20d person personal pro
nouns - postulated by some scholars - is also quite unlikely: the former 
have anasal or weak oral velar whereas the latter ends in an alveolar nasal 
in the singular and has no velar at all in the plural; nor is the onset Isı of 
san likely to have melted away in any accountable variety of Proto
Turkic" (Erdal 2004: 161). Nevertheless, i believe that there is a possibil
ity that the 20d ps possessive marker -{X)1J can be derived from the 20d ps 
personal pronoun san. This change is, of course, highly marked, but typo-

13 Erdal denies etymological connection between 1 st ps personal pronoun han and 1 st 

ps possessive -Xm because 'labials in the fırst person are a universal feature' 
(Erdal 2004: 161). This is certainly true in case of crosslinguistic comparisons, 
and only to a certain extent: Korean, e.g., has dental n- in the fırst person as we 
saw above, and Tai languages have ku '1' with initial velar. Meanwhile, the 
presence of labials for the 1 st person within the same language is certainly 
signifıcant and cannot be simply brushed aside. 
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logically it is possible. The development of san to -lJ (as well as the devel

opment of pre-proto-Turkic **man 'I' to -m can be illustrated by the fol

lowing steps: 

Step 1: Suffixation of **man and *san to a stern: 

1ps *STEM+(X)+man 

2ps *STEM+(X)+san 

Step 2: Vowel deletion in suffixes: 

1 ps *STEM+(X)+mn 

2ps *STEM+(X)+sn 

Since Turkic phonotactic structure does not allow final clusters -mn and 

-sn, they have to be simplified. The simplification of a cluster NASAL 

SONORANT + NASAL SONORANT is bound to be different from the 

simplification of a cluster VOICELESS FRICATlVE + NASAL SON

ORANT. 

Step 3: Simplification of clusters: 

1 ps STEM+(X)+m 

2ps STEM+(X)+IJ 

The change of a cluster Isnl into velar nasal /NI is attested in various 

Tibet-Burman languages. Thus, PTB *s-nis 'seven' > Zaiwa lJjit55, Leqi 
lJj§.t55 'id.' (Huang et aL. 1992: 268), PTB *s-nil 'gums' > Zaiwa lJjilJ21, 

Langsu lJan31, Bola lJ855, Leqi 1JjôlJ31 'id.' (Huang et aL. 1992: 46). The 

change of cluster Isnl into laryngeal /hı is well attested in Tibeto-Burman 

languages Bodo and Dimasa: PTB *s-nam 'daughter-in-law' > Bodo, Di

masa ham 'id.,' PTB *s-nap 'enter' > Bodo, Dimasa hap 'id.,' PTB *s

nam 'good' > Bodo, Dimasa ham 'id.' (Benedict 1972: 84), (Matisoff 

2003: 104). PTB *s-nam 'good' is also reflected in Dulong as gam53 

(Huang et aL. 1992: 351). From the point of view of pure phonetics, the 

shift of Isı> ix! is easy. Then ını either disappears altogether as in Bodo 

and Dimasa, and IX! further shifts to /hı, or Ini voices and fortifies IX! 
which then goes to 19i as in Dulong, and even nasalizes it as in Zaiwa, 
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Leqi, Langsu, and Bola, with 19i> Irjl. Thus, the change of Islini> Ifjl or 
19i, although unusual, is not impossible. 

In addition, the above change can be supported by an apparent gap in 
distribution of medial clusters in Old Turkic. Namely, OT medial cluster 

-sn- occurs only in three words: esna- 'to yawn, to blow,' qasna- 'to chat
ter with teeth,' and ösna- 'to resemble.' All three are verbs that remarka

bly involve either non-productive and rare suffıx -nA-, or two suffıxes -n

and -a- (Sevortian 1962: 336), thus in any case this cluster seem to be pos
sible only at morphemic boundary. 

Finally, I will try to demonstrate that there is another pieces of evidence 
in favor of rare shift *-sn- > -1)- within Turkic itself. it involves the word 
tol)uz 'pig' that occurs (in different phonetic variants) not only in OT, but 

also practically in all Turkic languages (Sevortian 1980: 267-68). Pig 

breeding was not a traditional pastime of proto-Turkic speakers in antiqui
ty, as it would be rather diffıcult for nomads to migrate with pig herds. 

Therefore, we might expect that it is an old loan from a language whose 
speakers were traditionally involved in pig breeding, although of course 
theoretically there is a possibility that a name for a wild pig was trans

ferred to a domesticated one. I will demonstrate below that the fonner 
solution involving loanword situation is more likely. For the origins of pig 

breeding we have to look in Southem and/or Eastem direction from Mon
golia - to China and Manchuria (J anhunen 1996: 221). 

Some Altaicists argued for a cognate relationship between Turkic tol)uz 

'pig' and Kor. ton, toyaci 'id.' (Ramstedt 1949: 271-72), (VEWT 488). 
Kor. ton is Ramstedt' s construct, apparently done on the basis of the Sino'

Korean reading Itonl of the Chinese eharacter ~, which, of eourse, has 
nothing to do with Kor. toyaci, a natiye Korean word. I have said enough 

about 'Altaistics' here and elsewhere, so I will not entertain the possibility 

of a common origin here. Neither a direct borrowing from any variety of 
Korean into Turkie seems likely in spite of the Southem or Eastem origins 

of the pig breeding in China and/or Manchuria. This, however, does not 
exclude a possibility that both Kor. and Turk. words come from the same 
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source, which İs no longer with us and that i will conditionally call 'the 
language ofpig breeders' (further: LPB). 

The problem that we face here is that the Korean word has a puzzling 
phonological history, as the reader will see below. However, after this 
puzzle İs solved below, we can have a glimpse of the archetype this word 
had in LPB. To start with the second oldest attestation in Korean,14 MK tot 

~ toth 'pig' has an aberrant LOW pitch, which is usuaııy indicative of 
loans. We have reliable textual evidence showing us that in MK the final 
consonant was not -s, but -t or -th, as -th is attested before vowel, and in 
general earlier texts still keep the distinction between -t and -s in final po
sition unlike the modem Korean language. In addition, such dialect forms 
as NH tothi and SH tothu that further İndicate a presence of a stop. How
ever, modem dialects forms like twoyaci etc. (Choy 1978: 913-14) support 
reconstruction of either *-y- or *-ny-. But neither can be reconstructed for 
PK due to MK, NH, and SH evidence. Finaııy, we have Cheju toseki that 
indicates -S-. But Cheju's evidence is contradicted by the other historical 
and dialectal forms cited above. However, all this combined evidence 
points to some consonantal duster that was alien to Korean and was sim
plified in different ways in different descendant languages of the Korean 
language family. This duster, as retlexes indicate, should have contained a 
fricative and a stop or nasal. They must be either dental or palataL. Look
ing at the gaps in distribution of medial dusters in Korean, the only ones 
that do not exist in Korean and satisfy this condition are: *-sn-, *-ns-, *-yt
, *-ts-. Both *-yt- and *-ts- can be exduded because they cannot produce 
*-y- or *-s-. *-ns- results İn non-Ieniting -s- in all known varieties of Ko
rean (Vovin 2003: 89ff). Thus, we are likely to be left with *-sn- or may 
be even *-sny-. Here is what happened in all different line s of develop
ment: 

14 The oldest attestation İs EMK tat 'pig' transcribed by the character ~ (Kyeylim 
#93, EMC thwot), but it has no information on the pitch accent. 
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MK, NH, SH: *-sny- > *-sn- > *-st- > _th_ lS 

Cheju: *-sny- > *-sy- > -s- (with umlauting effect on the suffıx: *-aki > 
-eki) 

Modem dialects: *-sny- > *-ny- > -y-

i believe we also should reconstruct vowel *u in the second syllable, 
found in SH tothu, where -u cannot be explained as a suffıx. Meanwhile 
the vowel lal İn Cheju and modem dialects certainly belongs to the suffıx 
-akil-aci. Thus, tentatiye reconstruction is *tosnyu. 

There is also a Chinese word that is likely to be connected: EMC 
*dwon (~) 'young pig, piglet.' 16 EMC *dwon has level tone, so OC 
*l\uns can be ruled out, because it would result in EMC *dwon with a de
parting tone. Meanwhile, OC **l\usn is certainly an impossible phonetic 
sequence in Old Chinese, therefore, foreign -sn could be rendered only as -
n. Finally, OC *l\un is a rare word, as it appears in pre-classical texts only 

twice (Schuessler ı 987: 6 ı 9), which may be an indication of a loan. Thus, 
i think that both Korean and Chinese words are loans from the same 
source. 

Finally, let us get back to Turkic tolJuz 'pig.' Although it is more than 
likely that this word comes from the same source as Korean and Chinese 
words, because no other altematives can be proposed for the origin of the 
Turkic word, the above considerations regarding the histories of Korean 
Chinese certainly do not present the ultimate proof for this. But in the light 
of everything that has been said above we should not overlook Chuv. sisna 

'pig.' As Hungarian diszno 'pig' was certainly borrowed from its Bulghar 
predecessor (Rona-Tas ı 982: ı 46), one can imagine the following history 
of the word as either PB *3iVsno > *çiVsno > *çısna > sisna or PB 

15 

16 

-h in -th also may be a ref1ex of nominal suffix -Ak, found in a number of other 
words in this exact shape. 
EMC and OC reconstructions are cited acoording to Baxter & Sagart (n.d.). 
Schuessler reconstructs OC *glw~n (Schuessler 1987: 619), but i doubt that ~ 
'pig' (OC *hlaj7) represents a phonetic in the character ~, therefore the xiesheng 
evidence for that is nonexistent. 
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*tiV sno> *cısno > *sısna > sisna. The correspondence of the first sylla

bles in CT tOlJUZ and Chuv. slsna < *cısno is quite reminiseent, although 

not eompletely identİcal to the correspondenee found between CT tas and 

Chuvash cul 'stone.' The final -z İn tolJuz can be explained as plural mark

er. Therefore, we finally have internal Turkk evidence for -lJ- < *-sn- in 

tolJuz 'pig.' 
Now let me present the lps pronoun paradigms from Tungusic, using 

Ewenki and Manehu. 

Chart 4: lps pronoun paradigms İn Tungusic 

case EwenkiI7 Manchu I8 

Nam. bi bi 

Gen. - min-i 

D at. min-du min-du 

Aec. min-e-we i min-e mim-be 

Loe. min-dule -

AbI. min-duk min-ci 

Dir. min-tlki -

Instr. min-di -

Prol. min-duli -

Dir.-Loe. mİn-ikle -

Dir.-Prol. mİn-ikli -

On the basİs of the chart 4 above it is possible to make three important 

observations: 

1) Tungusie exhibits one feature eommon with Turkie in general in its 

1 ps pronominal paradigm: regressive assimilation of *b- to *m- and two 

features comman with Bulghar: the absence of *-n in the nominative and 

the voealism i-i-i. 

17 

18 
Based on (Lebedeva et al. 1985: 106). 
Based on (Kawachi 1996: 72). 
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2) A phonetic sequence *min- is not found in Common Tungusic ex
cept in the above pronominal paradigm (SSTMla i: 537). 

3) Unlike Turkic, Tungusic does not have an internal rule of regressive 
nasal assimilation *b- > *m- /_V[C[C]V]N, as the sequence *bV[C]N- is 
attested in Common Tungusic: *boona 'hail' *bolJo 'first, front' (SSTMla 
i: 94), *buunii- 'to howl,' *buNgV- 'ball, round' (SSTMla i: 110), 
*beYlJee 'animal' (SSTMla I: 120-21), etc. 

Now let us look at the verbal agreement in Ewenki, since Manchu does 
not have verbal agreement: 

Chart 5: Verbal agreement markers in Ewenki19 

person ıst series ıod series 

lps -m -w 

2ps -nni < *-nsi -s 

3ps -n -n 

lpp incI. -w -wun 

lpp excI. -p -t 

2pp -s -sun 

3pp -0 -tın 

On the basis of the chart 5 above it is possible to make four important 
observations: 

1) With the exception of the fırst future tense, verbal agreement mark
ers in Ewenki do not overlap, as theyare used with different tenses and 
mood forms. The general picture of distribution is complex, but overall 
verbal agreement markers of the 1 st series seem to be used with proper 
verbal forms, while verbal agreement markers of the 20d series tend to fol
low the forms that at least historically may be defıned as nominalized or 
adnominal verbal forms. 

2) This observation is further supported by the fact that verbal markers 
of the 2nd series are identical to the nominal possessive suffıxes. Thus, 

19 Based on (Lebedeva et aL. 1985: 130). 
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verbal markers of the 2nd series are not true verbal agreement markers. 
Therefore, for the time being i will disregard verbal markers of the 2nd 

series (possessive suffixes) and concentrate on agreement markers of the 
1 st series. 

3) If we look at 1 st series lps verbal agreement marker -m, we should 
ask ourselves a question, why it is not -w < PTu *-b, echoing the lps pro
noun Ibi!, if the latter really were original Tungusic 1 ps pronoun. 

4) Unlike Turkic, there is no internal rule in Tungusic that does not al
low initial nasal *m- in the language. Thus, while the correlation of initial 
*b- in Common Turkic *ban ~ proto-Bulghar *bi 'I' with lps verbal 
agreement marker *-m fınds a good internal Turkic explanation, the same 
correlation of Tungusic *b- in 1 ps pronoun *bi 'I' with 1 st series 1 ps ver
bal agreement marker *-m has no eogent internal explanation. 

Combining the observations made on the basis of eharts 5 and 6, the 
only tangible solution for the Tungusie bi/min- is to assume that it was 
borrowed from a variety of Bulghar Turkie. In addition, I believe that 
there are traees of the original Tungusie 1 ps pronoun tentatively reeon
strueted as *mii or *mu. These traees are found in Nan. mü '1',' Ma. muse, 

Sol. müti, Ewk. mit ~ miti, Ew. mut 'we (ineL)' (Benzing 1956: 107). 
Now let us proeeed to the review of lps pronoun paradigms in 

Mongolie: 

20 

21 

Cbart 6: lps pronoun paradigms in Mongolic 
case Middle Mongolian2O 

Nom. bi 
Gen. mın-u 

Dat.-Loc. na(ma)-du/r ~ na-da 
Aee. nama-yı 

AbI. nada-aea 
Instr. nada-'ar 
Com. nama-Iu'a 

Based on (Rybatzki 2003: 71). 
Based on (poppe 1964: 85). 

Written Mongolian21 

bi 
mın-u 

na-dur 
nama-yi 
nama-aca ~ nada-aea 
nama-bar ~ nada-bar 
nama-Iuya 
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Four important observations are in ord er on the basis of the chart 6: 
1) Mongolic 1 ps pronoun paradigm appears to be heterogeneous, alt

hough majority of Mongolists argue for the stern nama- to be a metathesis 
from < *ni'-ma < *ıni'-ma < *bi'-ma (Janhunen 2003: 18), (Georg 2003, 
p.c.). Although this solution may be partially supported by the hapax le

gomenon mina-yi 'I-ACC' attested in the Muqaddimat al- 'Adab (Poppe 
1938: 349), hapax legomenoi are the unreliable source of evidence. More
over, it does not explain how oblique stems of 2ps pronoun cima- and 3ps 
pronoun ima- acquired the extension -ma- in their stems as welL. An ap
peal to analogy is certainly possible, but it should be used with great care, 
especially that a daim that Mongolic 1 ps pronominal paradigm has a het
erogeneous origin is equally possible. i personally prefer the second solu
tion, but i will leave this problem for now, as it has no direct impact on the 
present paper, and will concentrate on the alternation of Nom. bi with 
Gen. min-o 

2) Like Tungusic, and unlike Turkic, this alternation seems to be com
pletely unwarranted by internal Mongolic data. Similady to Tungusic, 
with the exception of the genitive form min-u of the 1 ps personal pronoun 
and the above mentioned WMM hapax legomenon accusative form mina

yi, a sequence *min- occurs in both MM and WM only in obvious lo an
words, such as EMM mingya ~ mingyan (Ozawa 1994: 474-75), WMM 
minqan (Poppe 1938: 236) '1,000' < OT bi"1J ~ mi1J ~ mi1Jg, EMM mina 'aa 

(Ozawa 1994: 474), WMM minaa (Poppe 1938: 236) 'whip' < LMC 
*IDbien (~) 'id.' 

3) Like Tungusic, and unlike Turkic, Mongolic does not have an inter
nal rule of regressive nasal assimilation *b- > *m-/_V[C[C]V]N, as al
though a sequence *bVN- appears in MM only once in a suspicious exam
ple, a sequence *bVC[C]VN- is well attested: EMM bengleni- 'to be in 
distress' (SH 205.4),22 EMM belen 'ready' (Ozawa 1994: 375), böleen 

22 Cf. De Rachewiltz's opinion that this word is a mistake for mungtani- 'being in 
diffıculty or distress' (De Rachewiltz 2004: 778). However, phonetically it is 
impossible to interpret ~~37ljfi as mungtani-. Still, this word is a hapax 
legomenon, and cannot be used as evidence. 
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'tepid' (Ozawa 1994: 385), EMM budan (Ozawa 1994: 385), WMM bu

dan 'fog' (Poppe 1938: 124), bu/yan 'sable' (Poppe 1938: 125), bütün 

'whole' (Poppe 1938: 129). In addition, a sequence *bVN- is attested in 
Written Mongalian: WM bambai 'shield' (Lessing 1960: 81), bangqui- 'to 
be bloated' (Lessing 1960: 82), banji- 'to be prepared' (Lessing 1960: 82), 
bömbüge 'ball' (Lessing 1960: 127), büngne- 'to become stuffy' (Lessing 
1960: 148), etc. 

4) Similar to the Tungusic lps pronominal paradigm, Mongolic exhi
bits in its ı ps pronominal paradigm one feature comman with Turkic (but 
unwarranted by MongoHc internal data): regressive assimilation of *b- to 
*m- in the genitive form min-u, and two features comman with Bulghar: 
the absence of *-n in the nominative and the vocalism I-i-I. 

Mongolic does not have verbal agreement like Tungusic or Turkic, so I 
cannot provide an extra evidence based on verbal agreement marker for 
1ps, but on the basis of four observations above I conclude that Mong. 
Nam. bi and Gen. min- are in all probability loans from a Bulghar-type 
Turkic language. 

Now let us tum our attentian to 2ps pronoun paradigms in Inner Asian 
'Altaic' languages. Similar to the case with 1ps pronoun paradigms I will 
start with Turkic data: 

23 

24 

25 

Cbart 7: 2ps pronoun paradigms in Turkk 
case Old Turkic23 

Nam. san 
Gen. saniı] 

D at. sal]a 
Acc. sını 

Loc. sinta i sinda i sinida 
AbI. sinidin 
Dir. sal]aru 
Instr. -

Based on (Erdal 2004: 192). 
Based on (Andreevet aL. 1957: 127). 
Chuvash inİtial e- is clearly of a prothetic nature. 

Cbuvasb24 

ese25 

san-an 
san-a 
san-a 
san-ra 
san-ran 
-

san-pa 
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On the basis of the chart 7 above it is possible to make three important 
o bservati ons: 

1) Chuvash in the nominative is not followed by the 'oblique' *-n-, but 
it has *-n- in oblique cases. OT always retains 'oblique' *-n- even in the 
nominative. 

2) Most likely, Chuvash tel in e-se 'thou' goes back to PT *i (Fedotov 
1996b: 109). Chuv. la! in san- 'thou' may reflect either PT *a or PT *i. 
(Fedotov 1996b: 104, 109-10). See observation (2) for the chart 2 for ex
amples. 

3) Old Turkic as well as proto-Turkic Cıearly has mid-low front un
rounded vowel lal at least in the nominative form, with vowel variation in 
the oblique forms (Erdal 2004: 196, footnote 341). 

These observations naturally lead to the following conclusions: 
(1) Absence of final *-n in the nominative is a Bulghar feature (regard

less of the fact whether it isan archaism (Erdal 2004: 195-96) or an inno
yation). 

(2) Presence of *-i- > -e- in the nominative form in Chuvash is clearly a 
Bulghar innovation. 

Now let me present the 2ps pronoun paradigms from Tungusic, using 
again Ewenki and Manchu. 

26 

27 

Chart 8: 2ps pronoun paradigms İn Tungusic 

case Ewenki26 

Nom. si 

Gen. -

Dat. sin-du 
Acc. sin-e-we i min-e 

Loc. sin-dule 

AbL. sin-duk 

Based on (Lebedeva et aL. 1985: 106). 
Based on (Kawachi 1996: 72). 

Manchu27 

sı 

sin-i 

sin-du 

sim-be 
-

sin-ci 
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Dir. sin-tıki -

Instr. sin-di -

Prol. sin-duli -

Dir.-Loc. sin-ikle -

Dir.-Prol. sin-ikli -

it is possible to make one important observation the basis of chart 8: 

Tungusic exhibits in 1 ps pronominal paradigm two features common with 

Bulghar: the absence of *-n in the nominative and the vocalism i-i-i. This 

brings us to the conclusion that Tungusic 2ps pronoun *si ~ *sin- presents 

a mirror image to Bulghar *si ~ *sin-, similar to the case with the lps pro

noun. it is also necessary to note that Tungusic 2ps pronoun *si cannot be 

compared with Tungusic 2ps agreement marker *-nsi (see chart 5) because 

segment *-n- cannot be accounted for. 

General conclusİon: 
it is not realistİc in the situation of the true genetic relationship for both 

Tungusic lps and 2ps pronouns and Mongolic lps pronoun to mirror ex

actly just one branch of Turkic, especially that the 'Altaic' language fami

ly is claimed by its supporters to be older than Indo-European by at least 

one thousand years, dating back to the 5th millennium BCE (Starostin et aL. 
2003: 235).28 One would expect in the case of a true genetic relationship: 

a) a correlation of Tungusic and MongoHc personal pronouns with proto

Turkic rather with just one of its branches, b) significant phonetic changes 

in pronouns, as it is well documented in uncontroversial families that are 

indeed 'old.' None of these conditions is fulfilled, therefore it is much 

more likdy that we deal here with comparativdy recent (:S 2,000 years) 

loans from a Bulghar-type Turkic language into Mongolic and Turkic. 

28 The basis for this 'dating' is, of course, glottochronology that has long been 
discredited everywhere outside Moscow as a reliable tool for calculating 'age' of 
language families. 
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Supporters of the 'Altaic' hypothesis usually reject any possibility of 
Bulghar loans in Mongolic or Tungusic, responding with a counter
argument based on purely geographic consideration: The Bulghar lan
guages are in the West, how could Mongolic and Tungusic borrow from 
them? (Helimskii 2000b: 298). A general answer to such a counter
argument is quite simple: migrations do occur, and the fact that the 
Bulghar language s known to us are attested only in the West does not 
mean that they were there from times immemoriaL. On the contrary, we 
know quite well that Turkic expansion was directed from the East to the 
West, so we have enough historical evidence to suggest that the Bulghar 
language s were once spoken in the Inner Asia, in the vicinity of Mongolic 
and Tungusic. 

it is of course desirable to present a more specific answer to this gen

eral Altaistic counter-argument based on pure linguistic data that do not 
involve Bulghar loans in either Mongolic or Tungusic, providing therefore 
a second independent piece of evidence for linguistic presence of Bulghar 
speakers in Inner Asia. i believe that such an argument can be made since 
there are Middle Chinese loans in Chuvash that could have been borrowed 
only in the case if some Bulghar speakers were in a location adjacent to 
where Middle Chinese was spoken. it is possible to identify at least two 
examples of Late Middle Chinese loans in Chuvash: 

Chuv. çfn 'person' is usually believed to be borrowed from Persian 
jaan 'soul' (Benzing 1945: 26), (Rona-Tas 1982: 160), although there is 
also skepticism expressed regarding this etymology (Egorov 1964: 225), 
which, i think, is well justifıed given the divergent semantics. Altemative 
etymologies include Yellow Uig. iin 'person', Yak., Oir. d'on, Tuv., Shor, 
Khak. con 'people,' among Turkic languages, as well as Buriat Zon (Ego
rov 1964: 225), (Fedotov 1996a.2: 153). However, there are very few ex
amples for the correspondence of Common Turkic *0 to Chuvash til, 
therefore all suggested Turkic cognates with 1-0-1 may be suspicious. Yel
low Uig. iin 'person' looks like arecent loan from Mandarin Chinese A 
Iren21 'person.' Since Chuv. çfn < proto-Bulghar *3in < PT *yin, the ety
mology is almost self-inviting: LMC *ı1iin < EMC *nin (A) 'person.' 
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Chuv. çir- 'to wash away, to erode.' No apparent Turkic etymologies 
(Fedatav 1996a.2: 156). Cf. LMC *yir < EMC *yit ({.hl) 'to overflow, to 
inundate.' 

In addition, there is anather crucial loanword evidence in favor of 
Bulghar presence in the Eastem part of Inner Asia, which alsa offers quite 
an exact dating of this presence. In spite of the fact that Slavic slonö 'ele
phant' is usually believed to be a loan from Turkic arslan 'lion' (Vasmer 
1955: 663),29 there is anather etymology that is more persuasive both pho
netically and semantically. Namely, Slavic slonö 'elephant' is likely to 
reflect OC *sla1] (*) 'elephant.,30 This etymology has been suggested 
before, albeit with an incorrect OC reconstruction *soa1] (Ivanov 1977: 
156-57). Certainly, neither elephants nar lions roamed Slavic forests and 
marshes, and the direct contact between Old Chinese and Slavic is equally 
out of question. Thus, we need an intermediary source. Ivanov correctly 
notes that modem Chuvash slon 'elephant' as well as the oIder Chuvash 
form slun 'id.,,31 attested in (Ashmarin 1936: 330) are loans from Russian 
(Ivanov 1977: 154). However, Chuvash has alsa anather old form sillan 

'elephant' (Ashmarin 1936: 242). Ivanov believes that Chuvash sillan 'el
ephant' alsa represents a Russian loan (Ivanov 1977: 154), but this must 
be rejected since Russian 101 (phonetically a diphthong [Uo] with a mi d
high syllabic element [o]) is unlikely to be borrowed as Chuvash law 
vowel la!. The reverse, namely the borrowing of Bulghar la! (which can be 
presumed to be slightly labialised in non-fırst syllables as it was in the first 
syllable) as Slavic 101 is more than likely. Chuvash sillan 'elephant' is ex
actly the expected outcome of the OC *sla1] with the insertion of iili break
ing the OC initial cluster ısı-ı and typical Bulghar shift of PT *1] to ını. The 
presence of this word in Chuvash places proto-Bulghar speakers in the 

29 

30 

31 

See also arecent artide by Stachowski, who supports Vasmer's etymology and 
rejects Ivanov's idea cited below (Stachowski 2005: 447). 
For a slightly outdated OC reconstructİon *sljalJ induding, *-j-, rejected nowadays 
by majority ofSinologists, see (Shuessler 1987: 676). 
Judging by its vocalism, the form slun must belong to the Lower Chuvash dialect, 
where 101 (preserved as such İn the Upper Chuvash dialect) was raised to iU/. 
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vicinity ofNorthem China no later that fırst century BCE, because approx
imately after that date the initial clusters in O Id Chinese underwent the 
process of simplification. 

Thus, the presence of Bulghar speakers in Inner Asia in antiquity can 
be established on the basis of linguistic facts. Consequently, 'startling co
incidences in the pronominal vocabulary' of the 'Altaic' languages cannot 
offer any proof for the genetic relationship between these languages. Quite 
to the contrary, when all the data are analyzed without apriori desire to 
prove the 'Altaic' hypothesis, personal pronouns offer strong support for 
the areal convergence scenario. 

Abbreviations: 
Languages: 
Alt. Altai 
Chuv. Chuvash 
CT Comman Turkic 
EMC Early Middle Chinese 
EMM Eastem Middle Mongolian 
EOJ Eastem Old Japanese 
Ew. Ewen 
Ewk. Ewenki 
Jpn. Japanese 
Khak. Khakas 
Khal. Khaladj 
Kor. Korean 
LMC Late Middle Chinese 
Ma. Manchu 
MK Middle Korean 
MM Middle Mongolian 
Mong. Mongolic 
Nan. Nanai 
NH North Hamkyeng 
OC Old Chinese 
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Oir. Oirat 

OK Old Korean 

OT Old Turkic 

PA proto-' Altaic' 

PB proto-Bulghar 

PJ proto-J aponic 

PJN proto-J apanese 

PK proto-Korean 

PT proto-Turkic 

PTB proto-Tibeto-Burman 

PTu proto-Tungusic 
SH South Hamkyeng 

Sol. Solon 

Tung. Tungusic 
Turk. Turkk 

Tuv. Tuvan 
Ud. Udehe 

Uig. Uighur 

WM Written MongoHan 
WMM Westem Middle Mongolian 
WOJ Westem O Id J apanese 

Yak. Yakut 

Primary sources: 
Japanese: 
KK Kojiki kaya (Songs from the Records of Ancient Matters), 

712AD 

MYS Man'yashü (Anthology of the Ten Thousand Leaves), ca. 

759 AD 

NK Nihonshoki kaya (Songs from the Annals of Japan), 720 

AD 
SM Senmya (Imperial Edicts), 7 _sth c. 
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Korean: 
Kyeylim 

Mongolian: 
SH 
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Kyeylim yusa, 1104 AD 

Monggol ni'uca tobca'an (Secret History of Mongols), ca. 
1364 AD 
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